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GROWING THE TOP AND BOTTOM LINE
    What our latest research shows about growth 
        in freight volumes and pricing power

Our latest surveys of Canadian shippers and motor carriers shed some much needed light on what to expect 
in 2012 in terms of shipment volumes, capacity and rates.

In large part, the surveys show the stock market’s concerns over the North American economy are overblown; 
although shippers remain cautious in their approach, freight is starting to move in healthy levels.  Our annual 
shipper survey, conducted this year in partnership with CITT, CITA and Cormark Securities, was completed by 
more than 400 shippers across the country, with 38% of the respondents belonging to the manufacturing sector.  
Their transportation spend ranged from under $100,000 to over $20 M  with a weighted average of $6 M. Almost 
60% of their  transportation spend is being dedicated to the domestic freight market with two-thirds dedicated 
to the trucking industry. 

FREIGHT VOLUMES
This is what they projected for freight volumes in 2012: 

• 51% called for an increase, 42% for flat growth and 8% for a decline in next year’s volumes

• Projected 5% volume growth on average

• Importantly, over one-third of shippers projected 5–10% volume growth for next year

Their projections are in line with other indices on both sides of the 
border. For example, The American Trucking Associations’ For-Hire 
Truck Tonnage Index recorded a 5.9% tonnage increase for  2011 over 
the previous year – the largest annual increase since 1998. Tonnage 
for the last month of the year was 10.5% higher than December 2010, 
the largest year-over-year gain since July 1998.  In Canada there 
isn’t a similar index recording for-hire truck tonnage on contract 
but Transcore’s Canadian Spot Market Index provides indication of 
freight volume growth.  Its index had a record-breaking year with 
the highest annual volume over the last decade.   Rail freight also 
provides an indication of freight growth for the economy.  Canadian 
rail freight traffic from both domestic and international operations 
was up 8.9% in November from November 2010, to  27.1  million 
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tonnes, according to the latest figures from Statistics Canada. Over the same 12-month period, the industry's 
core domestic transportation systems, non-intermodal and intermodal, saw their combined freight loadings 
grow 7.8% to 24.2 million tonnes.

CAPACITY
Capacity is starting to become more of a concern for shippers, 
although perhaps not to the degree carrier executives would like. 
Trucking has reduced excess capacity by 12-15% since the freight 
recession began in 2007 but the reality is that a volatile economic 
recovery with GDP growing under 3.5% will create imbalances 
across regions and industries. Capacity may be tight in some areas 
in relation to freight activity and loose in others.  

•  45% of the shippers in our survey noted the entire freight 
industry is operating at suitable levels of capacity vs. 51% last 
year

•  However, more shippers this year than last year felt the trucking 
industry is keeping capacity tight. About one fifth of shippers 
feel there are not enough trucks on the road at this point to 
move all the freight that needs to be moved. 

•  TL capacity is more aligned with demand at this point.  LTL capacity is improving but there are still 
overcapacity concerns.

PRICING POWER
Rates remain an issue for carrier executives but our survey as well as other indices do show improvement. 

•  67% of the shippers in our survey projected an increase in truck transportation core pricing, 27% for flat 
growth and 5% for a decline

•  More shippers this year than last year indicated trucks should retain pricing power during ongoing recovery. 
In fact, the majority of shippers (31%) considered TL to be the mode with the most pricing power heading 
into 2012.

•  A majority of the shippers projected core pricing to remain 
flat for rails but to increase a modest 0–2% for trucks in 2012.  
Thirty one percent of shippers expect an up to 2% increase in 
truck rates in 2012 while 29% foresaw rates increasing in the 
2-5% range.  

Our findings of modest increases in rates are in line with the 
data from the Canadian General Freight Index, published by 
Nulogx, tracking ground transportation costs. Its Base Rate Index 
component, which excludes the impact of accessorial charges, 
shows that Canadian trucking rates have risen 4.3% in aggregate 
since March of last year.

However, as our annual Shipper-Carrier Roundtable and our 
Carrier Profitability Conference reveal, large shippers remain 
adverse to accepting rate increases based simply on market 
dynamics. In the words of Heather Felbel, vice president, supply 
chain, Indigo Books & Music, she would only accept a rate 

increase which in her view “has been well thought through, that the rationale behind it is strong, and is relating 
to my business costing them more money….I will come back and challenge them to tell me what we can do as 
partners to reduce costs, and if we cannot do things, then potentially we will entertain an increase.”
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In the final quarter of 2011 we once again polled carrier executives from across the country on their views on 
a variety of areas ranging from their overall optimism about the coming year’s business climate as well as their 
outlook for freight volumes, rates & surcharges and capacity additions. The survey revealed an industry that is 
cautiously optimistic about freight growth but increasingly bullish on raising rate levels.

  VOLUMES & OUTLOOK

65% of carriers indicated they were optimistic about 2012. On 
a scale of 1 to 10, with 10 being the most positive, the average 
optimism rating for 2012 was 6.24. Last year a slightly higher 
proportion (67%) of carrier executives were optimistic about the 
coming year but their average optimism rating was lower: 6.11 

44% of carriers expect to see in an increase in their freight 
volumes in 2012 compared to 2011. But 18% expected freight 
volumes to decline in 2012. Last year 48% of carriers were expecting 
an increase in freight volumes while 6% were expecting a decline.

35% expect freight volumes to increase 5-10% in 2012. Almost 
the same amount (33%) expect freight volumes this year to be 
about the same as in 2011.

9% expect freight volumes to increase by more than 10% in 2011 
compared to the previous year.

  RATES & SURCHARGES

65% said they expect their base rates (excluding surcharges) to 

increase in 2012 while 25% expected them to remain flat and 7% 

expected rate declines. Last year only 52% expected to be able 

to raise their rates while 41% expected to keep rates flat and the 

same amount (7%) expected rate erosion.

32% of those expecting to boost base rates forecast increases 

in the range of 2% to5%. A slightly smaller number of carrier 

executives (29%) forecast rate increases will increase less than 

2%. And a small minority of 4% expect rates to increase by more 

than 5%.

96% of carriers have a fuel surcharge in place. 52% have a 

detention surcharge; 30% have a border delay surcharge; 20% 

have a currency surcharge and 16% have a border security 

surcharge; 11% have additional surcharges in place.

   RATES & SURCHARGES

51% expect their fuel surcharge to increase in 2012 while 26% 

expect it to remain flat compared to 2011. In comparison, last 

year 67% of carrier executives were expecting to increase their 

fuel surcharge.

24% of those who forecast an increase, expect an increase in 

the range of 2%-5%. A tenth expect the fuel surcharge increase 

to be above 5%.

43% most often sign shipper contracts that are less than  

one year in duration. Another 40% said most of their shipper 

contracts are one-year in duration. Only 16% said the majority 

of their shipper contracts are in the three to five year range. Last 

year at this point 54% of carriers were telling us the majority of 

their shipper contracts were less than one year in duration.

guarded optimism

  MOST PRESSING ISSUES

We ask carrier executives on an annual basis to rate the 

importance of a variety of issues on a scale of 1 to 10. It comes 

as little surprise that the economy and freight rates once again 

topped the chart but notice that the driver shortage is starting 

to once again creep up in importance. 

8.49  ECONOMY

8.28  FREIGHT RATES        

7.70  FUEL COSTS

7.63  FREIGHT VOLUMES

7.18  DRIVER SHORTAGE

6.61 EQUIPMENT COSTS

6.51 CAPACITY 

6.29 GOVERNMENT REGULATION

5.42 CURRENCY EXCHANGE

4.88 BORDER SECURITY
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TransCore's Canadian Freight Index 
sees record performance in 2011
TransCore's  Canadian Spot Market Freight Index 
had a record-breaking year with the highest annual 
volume over the last decade.  

As the transport year wound down, however, 
December experienced  a 4% drop year-over-year 
and a 14% decline from November levels. Despite 
the decline in the final month, fourth-quarter 
freight was the highest since 2005. An influx of 
shipments earlier in the quarter also resulted in an 
overall increase of 10% compared to the previous 
year. 

Capacity was 7% below recorded levels for 
December 2011 while the equipment-to-loads 
ratio increased slightly for the third consecutive 
month. Available equipment in December was 
down 11% from the prior month. The top three 
equipment types for December were: Dry Van 54%; 
Reefer 18%; Flatbed 17%. 

Ground transportation costs rise for  
ninth consecutive month: CGFI
The cost of ground transportation for Canadian 
shippers increased 1.6% in November when 
compared with October results, according to the 
latest figures from the Canadian General Freight 
Index (CGFI). The results represent the ninth 
consecutive monthly increase since March. During 
this time, the CGFI has risen 7.1% in aggregate.

The Base Rate Index, which excludes the 
impact of accessorial charges assessed by carriers 
increased by a modest 0.4% in November versus 
October. Since March, base rates have risen 4.3% 
in aggregate.

Officials say an increase in fuel surcharges 
assessed by carriers is the primary reason why total 
costs are increasing at a faster rate than base rates. 
In November, fuel surcharges assessed by carriers 
equated to 20.86% of base rates, up from 18.79% 
in March.

Canadian rail carloadings  
up nearly 9% in November
Canadian rail freight traffic from both domestic and 
international operations was up  8.9% in November from 
November  2010, to  27.1  million tones, according to the 
latest figures from Statistics Canada.

Over the same 12-month period, the industry's core 
domestic transportation systems, non-intermodal and 
intermodal, saw their combined freight loadings grow 7.8% 
to 24.2 million tonnes.

Non-intermodal cargo loadings rose 8.0% to 21.8 million 
tonnes. The gain was the result of increased traffic in more 
than half of the commodity classifications carried by the 
railways, according to StatsCan. The commodity groups 
with the largest increases in tonnage were wheat, colza 
seeds (canola) and lumber.

Intermodal freight loadings of containers and trailers 
loaded onto flat cars advanced 6.0% to 2.4 million tonnes. 
The increase was attributed solely to containerized cargo 
shipments as trailers loaded onto flat cars fell in November, 
according to the report.

At an international level, traffic received from the US 
experienced a strong  19.5% gain to  2.8  million tonnes. 
The increase was driven by both non-intermodal and 
intermodal traffic.

ATA Truck Tonnage Index posts  
largest annual gain in 13 years
The American Trucking Associations’ advanced seasonally 
adjusted (SA) For-Hire Truck Tonnage Index jumped 6.8% 
in December after rising 0.3% in November 2011. The latest 
gain put the SA index at 124.5 (2000=100) in December, up 
from the November level of 116.6.

For all of 2011, tonnage rose 5.9% over the previous year 
– the largest annual increase since 1998. Tonnage for the last 
month of the year was 10.5% higher than December 2010, 
the largest year-over-year gain since July 1998. November 
tonnage was up 6.1% over the same month last year.

The not seasonally adjusted index, which represents the 
change in tonnage actually hauled by the fleets before any 
seasonal adjustment, equaled 116.4 in December, which was 
0.8% above the previous month.  

Canadian Manufacturing Purchasing Managers' Index slows sharply in January
Canadian production and new orders increased only modestly in January, according to the RBC Canadian 
Manufacturing Purchasing Managers Index.

The headline RBC PMI – a composite indicator designed to provide a single-figure snapshot of the health of the 
manufacturing sector – registered 50.6 in January, down sharply from 54.0 in December, and indicated the weakest 
improvement in Canadian manufacturing business conditions since data collection began in October 2010. Index 
readings above 50.0 signal expansion from the previous month; readings below 50.0 indicate contraction.

The RBC PMI found that Canadian manufacturing business conditions improved in January, with firms reporting 
further output and new order growth. However, both rates of expansion were only modest and the weakest since 
data collection began. 
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This is your opportunity to access data
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2011 Canadian Private Fleet Practices Benchmark Study is published by Motortruck Fleet Executive.

We’ve taken the results and broken them down 
into a variety of categories including fleet 

size, scope of operation and location of  
headquarters. Consequently, regardless of the 

size of your fleet, whether you’re an intra-city 
or international carrier, you’ll be able to make 

comparisons with similar operations.
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We’ve taken the results and broken them down 

This hot off the press report 
seeks to provide a Canada wide, detailed portrait of private carriers.  
The results are based on a comprehensive questionnaire completed  
by approximately 200 fleet managers across the country – from  
Newfoundland to British Columbia.

Order your copy today by going to www.trucknews.com
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38%
That’s the percentage 

of Canadian private 

fl eets who have an 

anti-idling policy in place, 

according to our newly 

published Canadian 

Private Fleet Practices 

Benchmark Study.

GREENING UP TRANSPORTATION
The transportation sector is the second largest source of greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions in Canada, trailing only stationary sources, with a share 
of 23% of total emissions in 2008. From 2000 to 2008, transportation emissions grew at an average rate of 1.9% per year, while total GHG emis-
sions grew by 0.3% per year, according to the Transportation in Canada 2010 report produced annually by Transport Canada. Transportation-relat-
ed GHG emissions continue to increase, but air pollution emissions, such as particulate matter, sulfur oxides, nitrogen oxides and volatile organic 
compounds, have shown a steady decline due to regulatory initiatives and vehicle fl eet renewal. While Ottawa looks to introduce stricter emissions 
regulations for all transport modes, there is also indication that Canadian shippers are becoming more interested in green transportation practices. 
Environmental considerations are growing in importance when shippers look for carriers to haul their freight, the Canadian Industrial Transportation 
Association has found through its annual survey of members. For example, 40% of CITA members now say they consider environmental factors 
that reduce GHG emissions when selecting a service provider, compared to just 20% who said likewise just fi ve years ago. And 60% are aware if 
their carrier uses hybrid or alternative fuel vehicles in its fl eet and 47% take into consideration the age of the engines in their carrier’s fl eet.

Transportation share of GHG and CAC Emissions

Total energy use 2000 – 2009 (petajules)

Year Total Transportation Road Transportation 

2000 2,263 1,838 

2001 2,257 1,846 

2002 2,290 1,899 
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2009 2,563 2,151 
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26%
That’s the percentage 
of Canadian shippers 
who believe that the 
level of competitive 
activity between the 
various transportation 
service providers is 
above normal levels, 
according to our 
Transportation Buying 
Trends Research. 
The majority, 49%, 
believe competition is 
at normal levels.

ARE HIGHER FREIGHT RATES CAUSING MODAL SHIFTS?
With the economic recovery being both weak and volatile, are buyers of transportation services remaining focused on price? Over the past seven 
years, our Transportation Buying Trends Survey, conducted this year in concert with CITA, CITT and Cormark Securities, has been polling Canadian 
shippers to understand which factors make them willing to change modes. Our latest research shows that the number of shippers reporting that 
higher rates and surcharges have had an impact on their modal choices has increased to 44%, the highest level since the recession. The research 
focuses particularly on the truck-rail dynamic, where close to 60% of shippers indicated at least some of their freight could be moved from truck to 
rail and that when they do decide to make the switch, increasing truck prices is the main reason behind the move. Trucking prices were considerably 
depressed during the recession, and remain so, but our survey also showed that shippers expect trucking to be the mode with the greatest upward 
momentum in pricing for 2012. Motor carrier executives also show strong inclination to raise rates when they can.

Increasing truck prices  36%

Main reasons shippers cited for diverting 
freight from truck to rail in 2011

Trying to service new markets  12%

Responding to customer requests  20%

Decreasing rail prices  13%

Poor truck service or coverage  9%

Change in corporate policy to faster inventory frames  2%

Other  25%

Historical view of % of shippers reporting higher 
rates and surcharges affected their modal selections 

2011 44%

2010 38%

2009 40%

2008 50%

2007 44%

2006 39%

2005 34%

0% of shipments 48% of shippers

1-10% of shipments 30%

                                       11-20% of shipments 11%

                                                   21-30% of shipments 5%

                                  More than 31% of shipments 7%

% of current truck shipments shippers 
consider rail to be a viable alternative
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CLASS 8
Truck Sales Trends

Monthly Class 8 Sales - December 
2011

OEM
This 
Month

Last 
Year

Freightliner 696 510
International 288 302
Kenworth 534 295
Mack 121 136
Peterbilt 308 181
Sterling 0 0
Volvo 403 301
Western 
Star 161 107
TOTALS 2511 1832

Canadian Class 8 truck sales closed out the year with a strong December and a robust final 
quarter. The 2,511 Class 8 trucks sold far surpassed the monthly totals from last year as well as 
2007 to 2009 and from 2000 to 2003. The total was also very close to meeting the sales posted 
in 2004, the start of a record three-year run. November sales also surpassed the five-year 
average by almost than 400 units. 

OEM This Month Last Year

Freightliner 696 510

International 288 302

Kenworth 534 295

Mack 121 136

320 308 181

Sterling 0 0

Volvo 403 301

Western Star 161 107

TOTALS 2511 1832

Canadian Class 8 truck sales closed out the year with a strong December and a robust final quarter. The 2,511 Class 8 trucks 
sold far surpassed the monthly totals from last year as well as 2007 to 2009 and from 2000 to 2003. The total was also very 
close to meeting the sales posted in 2004, the start of a record three-year run. December sales also surpassed the five-year 
average by almost 400 units. 

Monthly Class 8 Sales – Dec 11 Historical Comparison – Dec 11 Sales

OEM BC ALTA SASK MAN ONT QUE NB NS PEI NF CDA

Freightliner 375 781 165 317 3,548 1,009 267 118 14 47 6,641

Kenworth 507 2,101 336 196 901 1,040 139 0 0 0 5,220

Mack 69 245 142 69 761 241 42 30 0 37 1,636

International 304 796 100 300 1,897 1,095 259 132 32 75 4,990

Peterbilt 339 948 245 302 522 400 131 31 0 0 2,918

Volvo 193 186 135 295 1,304 528 126 91 0 7 2,865

Western Star 351 557 69 31 272 256 62 71 0 12 1,681

TOTALS 2,138 5,614 1,192 1,510 9,205 4,569 1,026 473 46 178 25,951

Freightliner 375 781 165 317 3,548 1,009 267 118 14 47 6,641
Kenworth 507 2,101 336 196 901 1,040 139 0 0 0 5,220
Mack 69 245 142 69 761 241 42 30 0 37 1,636
International 304 796 100 300 1,897 1,095 259 132 32 75 4,990
Peterbilt 339 948 245 302 522 400 131 31 0 0 2,918
Volvo 193 186 135 295 1,304 528 126 91 0 7 2,865
Western Star 351 557 69 31 272 256 62 71 0 12 1,681
TOTALS 2,138 5,614 1,192 1,510 9,205 4,569 1,026 473 46 178 25,951

The 25,951 Class 8 trucks sold in the Canadian market in 2011 surpassed the totals of the past four years as 
well as the totals from 2001 to 2003. With the help of a strong December they also surpassed our own 
forecast of 24,300. Class 8 truck sales rebounded in 2011 despite a shaky economic recovery because 
several years of deferred purchases – one fifth of Canada’s Class 8 truck fleet is more than 5 years old – left 
carriers saddled with trucks whose maintenance costs were about to become an issue.

Historical Comparison – YTD Dec 11

Class 8 Sales (YTD Dec 11) by Province and OEM

The 25,951 Class 8 trucks sold in the Canadian market in 2011 surpassed the totals of the past four years as well as the totals from  
2001 to 2003. With the help of a strong December they also surpassed our own forecast of 24,300. Class 8 truck sales rebounded in 2011 
despite a shaky economic recovery because several years of deferred purchases – one fifth of Canada’s Class 8 truck fleet is more than 5 
years old – left carriers saddled with trucks whose maintenance costs were about to become an issue.
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Source: Canadian Motor Vehicle Manufacturers Association

CLASS 8
Truck Sales Trends

The 2,511 trucks sold in December made for the seventh month this year with sales above 2,000. With 
October and November also being above 2,000, the year that started with a whimper ended with a bang. 
Sales have also come within less than 200 of achieving the 2,000 mark on three more months. 

12 – Month Sales Trend

Freightliner is the clear market share winner 
in the Class 8 market in 2011, hanging on 
to its commanding 26% market share. In-
ternational, a former market leader who has 
adopted different engine emissions technol-
ogy than the rest of the OEs, battled it out  
with Kenworth for second place all year long 
but fell to third place by the the final month. 
Peterbilt and Volvo are the only other two 
manufacturers enjoying a 10% or greater 
share of the Canadian Class 8 market. 

Market Share Class 8 – Dec 11 YTD

January February March April May June July August September October November December

1,154 1,470 2,002 1,942 2,154 2,677 1,956 2,425 1,873 2,606 2,663 2,511
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